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Symphony No. 5 in E minor, Op. 95 
"From the New World" 
Adagio; Allegro molto 
Largo 
Scherzo: Molto vivace 
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About Butterfly Effect 
A shape and a type of motion led me to create this piece. 
Thinking about writing for a string orchestra, I came up with a 
drawing: scrawled wide, and far apart lines gradually getting 
denser and shorter through a center point and then gradually 
becoming wide and far apart again. This drawing looked like 
a butterfly and the imagery and sound of a butterfly flapping 
its wings was effortlessly created when mapped on a 
gradually changing rhythm. 
Further, the numbers of instruments were used to determine the 
pitch collection and the intervallic organization 
of the sections. 
The notion that a butterfly flapping its wings in one area of the 
world could cause a hurricane to occur in another area of the 
world is called "the butterfly effect." However, the piece does 
not necessarily depict such a happening. I chose the title 
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